We present a theory of conductance and noise in generic mesoscopic conductors connected in parallel, and we demonstrate that the additivity of conductance and of shot noise arises as a sole property of the junctions connecting the two or more conductors in parallel. Consequences on the functionality of devices based on the Aharonov-Bohm effect are also drawn. S0163-18299707643-1
Electron transport is said to be in the ballistic regime when the phase coherence of the wave functions is maintained throughout the whole extension of the structure, in other words, when the inelastic mean free path is greater than the size of the device.
Recent advances in nanofabrication techniques, and the possibility of reaching operating temperatures in the millikelvin range in order to suppress phonon scattering, have made feasible the study of transport in the ballistic regime, and the exploration of the interesting phenomena that emerge when such regime is approached.
Since the pioneering work of van Wees and co-workers on conductance quantization, 1 this transport regime has been the subject of widespread interest, both from a theoretical and an experimental point of view.
In this paper, we focus on transport and noise in mesoscopic conductors connected in parallel. It suffices to point out that such topology applies to all devices based on some kind of Aharonov-Bohm effect.
In the case of macroscopic conductors connected in parallel it is well known that both the conductances and the shot-noise current power spectral densities add.
While transport properties of macroscopic conductors depend on local material properties, those of mesoscopic structures are obtained as the solution of a complex scattering problem, in which the shape of the boundaries and the potential profile over the whole device region play a relevant role. Therefore, the problem needs to be reformulated in these terms.
Numerical studies of conductance additivity in sample structures made of two parallel constrictions, along with some analytical justifications, exist in the literature. [2] [3] [4] Furthermore, a numerical study has been presented showing additivity of shot noise in parallel constrictions. 5 In addition, experimental results on the conductance of two or more parallel quantum point contacts are available. [6] [7] [8] [9] We present a theory of conductance and noise in generic mesoscopic conductors connected in parallel, and we demonstrate that the additivity of conductance and of shot noise arises as a sole property of the junctions connecting the two or more conductors in parallel.
In particular, additivity requires that the scattering matrix of both junctions each of which is a (n1)-lead mesoscopic system, if the whole device is made up of n conductors in parallel, is such that zero conductance appears between the leads connecting different conductors in parallel. In such a case, even if phase coherence is maintained throughout the whole device, there are no quantum-interference interactions between parallel conductors.
With the purpose of showing that this requirement is not hard to meet, we end the paper including the example of a junction warranting additivity. We also point out the consequences of our results on evaluating the functionality and the noise properties of devices based on the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
The structure considered is sketched in Fig. 1 . It consists of two mesoscopic conductors u and d connected in parallel by means of two junctions, l and r . The junctions are ballistic systems with three leads, one connected to u , one to d , and the other used as an external lead of the whole structure. Phase coherence is mantained in the whole system.
The internal and external leads of the whole structure are numbered from 1 to 6, as sketched in .
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We intend to demonstrate that conductances and noise in parallel conductors add if the scattering matrices of the junctions satisfy the following conditions:
Let us point out that in the absence of magnetic field the last two conditions are redundant. The physical meaning of Eq. 6 is that an electron injected in l from lead 3 does not exit from lead 2 and vice versa, and that an electron injected in r from lead 5 is not transmitted to lead 4 and vice versa. Since S l † S l 1 and S r † S r 1 i.e., the S matrices are unitary, by multiplying row by column and using Eq. 6, we straightforwardly obtain
In order to proceed with our demonstration we have to consider the whole structure, and the associated scattering matrix S tot . We can write Let us start by calculating s 61 u , which relates the amplitudes of the modes exiting from lead 6 to those of the modes entering from lead 1: since d has been removed the only path from lead 1 to lead 6 is that through the upper conductor; moreover, the hypothesis 6 implies that the terminations of leads 3 and 5 have no effect on the 
